English department loses two members

By Leslie Bryant
Staff Writer

Two members of the English department will say farewell to Union at the end of this semester. Dr. Janet Grose, department chair and assistant professor of English, and Dr. Mark Bingham, associate professor of English, recently announced their resignation.

“It is always difficult to see valued colleagues move on,” Dr. Grose. “Dr. Bingham and I are extremely valued members of the department and have been influential in contributing to the excellence of the English department in the last five years. Both are superior classroom teachers and leaders on campus,” said Dr. Barbara McMullin, dean of the college of arts and sciences. Bingham has accepted a position at Florida College in Temple Terrace, Fla., where he will teach English courses and a great book sequence as a part of the liberal studies curriculum the college will implement in the fall.

“In my first teaching job at Florida College and my wife attended school there. For my wife and me it will be like moving home. My sixteen-year-old son is already planning to attend Florida College too, so it seemed like a good time,” said Bingham. After six years at Union, Grose will be taking a break from the academic world and will be moving closer to her family.

“I am looking forward to having access to the people that I love the most and am very excited about becoming an aunt and living close to the baby,” said Grose. “I’ve learned a lot here. My time at Union has been a joy in many ways,” said Grose. “The process is already underway to address the needs created by these resignations as well as another position that has been vacant since last year. In the fall, Dr. Patricia Hamilton, from the University of Georgia, will join the department as an assistant professor of English. Specializing in 18th Century British Literature, Hamilton will be teaching several English classes as well as creative writing. Interviews are also in progress for other promising candidates. We are optimistic [about our search] as our reputation of excellence allows us to attract other highly qualified and capable faculty,” said McMullin.

An acting chair of the department will be named by the end of this semester and all positions should be filled permanently by the fall of 2002.

... Barnabas

Carlson has participated in and led many activities, including: Backyard Bible Clubs, Chapel Choir, LIFEP Group, Lead Baptist Student Nursing Fellowship, Student Association of Social Work, Gospel Choir, Klemata, Southwest Community Services, West Jackson Baptist Church, Greater Hope Baptist Church, GO Trips, and Disciple Now weekends, among others.

Harder, marketing major, says that obedience to God is the reason she sees a necessity in serving.

“Everyone would have to admit that serving is truthfully not all glamorous. I believe as a Christian though, that I am called to serve others whether my work is in whatever conditions and in whatever ways God leads me,” said Harder.

... Guthrie

Guthrie has also written and contributed to many books, essays and reviews. The most widely utilized text is “The Structure of Hebrews: A Text-linguistic Analysis.” It has been reviewed in 12 journals around the world and is translated into four different languages.

“Overall, his analysis is convincing and appropriate. Guthrie has written a book that is no less sophisticated or elegant than Hebrews itself,” said Carey C. Newman, from “Review and Expositor.”

... Massey

March of Dimes. “Lana’s very disposition is involvement and volunteer work. She has a great respect for and compassion for worthy causes,” said Jackie Bobbitt, friend to Massey.
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